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The goal read online
Who has the time to read anymore? You do, if you make the time. It's easier than you might think, with these tools and tips that find, recommend, and format good reading anywhere you want to dive into it.Photo by Let Ideas Compete.10. Make your reading bookmarks stand outIf read-later services aren't your thing,
your browser's bookmark bar can be a convenient place to stash articles and posts you plan on getting around to. You can do what Lifehacker reader leftymcrighty does, though, for better placement: reduce your permanent bookmarks (email, search sites, banking, etc.) down to icons by removing the names, and let your
other bookmarks, with titles, serve as a reading list. Simple, no software required, and bound to get you reading more, lest your bookmark bar clutter up too much.Readers offer their best tips for tweaking data files with text editors, bookmarking articles for…Read more9. Read while working outIf the cold weather or
convenience put you on an exercise bike, elliptical, or other machine where you've got little to do but stare ahead, it's not that hard to get more self-improvement done by reading at the same time. This Instructables post on a handlebar-mounted book holder shows that nearly any model can be fitted with a cheap, easy-toaffix book stand. (Original post)Working out—in and of itself—isn't always the most fun. (If it were, we'd all be a lot more fit.)…Read more8. Speed up your readingClick to viewYou should savor clever fiction. Your average memo, however, can and should be hacked through at a faster pace. Speed reading guide Kris
Madden explains in the video above how voicing out "A-E-I-O-U" or "one, two, three, four" as you read actually cancels out your subconscious tendency to read with your larynx, just below the audible level. This not only moves you quickly through the text, but provides a more visual, memorable read. There are plenty of
apps on the web, too, that can help you speed through a particular text and learn to do it on any text: Spreeder, WordFlashReader, and ZAP Reader are just a few. (Original post)7. Read Better on iPhones with StanzaThe Kindle's great, we're sure the Nook is a proper reader, and, sure, Sony's device is good at what it
does. But when it comes to beautiful presentation of digital reading on a small screen, Stanza's got it all over those clients, at least on the iPhone or iPod touch. It has its own book store, offering copies of popular contemporary works, along with quite a few sources to grab free historical works, like Shakespeare's
complete works, Edgar Allan Poe, and whatever else you're looking to get educated on. (Original post)iPhone/iPod touch only: If recession budgeting meant choosing an iPhone/iPod touch over a Kindle…Read more6. Find your next readNot all of us have a local book shop staffed by the most knowledgeable and wellread workers on Earth. For recommendations on what you'd like, based on what you've just finished, we can turn to many spots on the net. What Should I Read Next? is a straight-up recommendation service, fed by the reading list you provide. WhichBook is a bit more subjective, asking you to move sliders to indicate
how much of any element (monsters, dystopia, romance—oh my!) you want in your reading. For the social take on what your friends have read, are reading, and recommend, try BookArmy or the veritable GoodReads. (Original posts: What Should I Read Next?, WhichBook, BookArmy).Looking for a good read? Provide
web site What Should I Read Next with your reading…Read more5. Convert any audio file to an audiobookIf you've got a spoken word MP3, or an audiobook you ripped yourself, you'd probably want your MP3 player to save your place as you make your way through the narrative. Starting with iTunes 8, it's easy to
convert files to audiobook format, complete with variable speed listening and place marking.iTunes 8 has added simple under-the-radar feature that allows you to quickly and easily tag any…Read more4. Find instructional and how-to PDFsSome how-to projects and tasks only require a single web page of instructions.
Other times, you'd really like a deeper read. Search PDF is a custom Google search that brings back only PDF files, opens them in Scribd's no-software-required viewer, and hones the search in on tutorials, instructions, and manuals. For alternative PDF finders, there's the ebook search at PDF Search Engine and simply
using filetype:pdf in a Google search. (Original post)Looking for a helpful read on writing a better resume, but can't get around pulling up everyone…Read more3. Collect articles with Instapaper & Read It LaterWhich mark-for-later, read-anytime app reigns supreme? Depends on how you like to use them. Read It Later
tightly integrates with Firefox through its extension, which also hosts your want-to-read articles offline, but also offers bookmarklets for every browser, including the iPhone. Instapaper seems to have the more focused iPhone app, but offers the same multi-browser bookmarklets. Come to think of it, they're both pretty
great in their own way at making lengthy web reading accessible anywhere.Windows/Mac/Linux (Firefox): To-read manager Read It Later, a free Firefox extension we've…Read more2. Get new books for old onesUnless you only read leather-bound first editions, there are probably a few books laying around your shelves
that could find a better life in a book swap. The internet abounds with places to do it: Zunafish, currently offline but offering $1-per-book trades, PaperBackSwap, and the free BookMooch are just a few. If getting a new book isn't necessary, you could simply tag your book with a BookCrossing tag and watch it travel the
world. (Original posts: Zunafish, PaperBackSwap, BookMooch, BookCrossing)Web site Zunafish lets users trade DVDs, CDs, books, video games, VHS, and audiobooks with other…Read more1. Make web text more eye-friendlyInstapaper and Read It Later, mentioned above, do a decent job of converting news articles
and blog posts to a stripped-down, text-forward format. With customizable browser bookmarklets, though, you get your reading exactly how you want it. Readability is an early and popular entrant in the category, while Clippable and Readable App aim for even more minimalism and customization. If you're an RSS fan,
Readefine Desktop, an Adobe Air app and web project, can lay out your daily feed reading in newspaper-style columns with minimal interruption. (Original posts: Readability, Readability 2/Clippable, Readable App, Readefine)Hot on the heels of the Readability bookmarklet, we're tipped to another eye-friendly
bookmarklet…Read more What web, computer, or other tools do you use to make time for reading, make reading easier, or just find new things to read? Tell us all about your own little library tweaks in the comments. There’s so much information available to us right now that it’s very easy to overlook or
simply forget about things that could actually help us get to where we want to go.Your bottom line might be improving your health, your finances, your relationships, or your happiness in life. And you can be sure there’s someone on the internet who could help you achieve that. Sometimes even for
free.Unsurprisingly, change takes work. And I’m going to share with you some ideas on how to remember important information, so that you’re able to take action on it and create the kind of change you want.Get yourself some post-it notesThat’s right. Good ol’ post-it notes. The reason I’m suggesting you do that is
because these things don’t disappear once you’re done using them.Because what happens when you take notes on a piece of paper, on your computer, or on your phone? You close the window, fold the paper, close the app, and what you wrote down is gone from view. It essentially doesn’t exist anymore.This, of
course, defeats the point of taking notes (which is to remember) and facilitates procrastination.So before you start reading any book, or take any course, or engage in any project, personal or professional, remember: Buy a pack of post-it notes.That way any truly valuable insight you come across can be in your face at all
times.At least until you decide to act on it. Not every single page of every book is worth keeping in mind. Your time is just as valuable as your mental real-estate. The more wisely you’re able to decide what occupies it, the more efficient you can be in reaching your goals.If you’ve read a lot of self-help or business books,
you’ll know that a lot of times entire sections are dedicated to stories. Stories that really do nothing more than illustrate concepts that were already presented, or that are yet to come. This is a good example of a place in the book where you can decide to cut corners. You might decide to save your time, write the main
idea on a post-it note, and then move on to the next big idea of the book.Even in this article, though I’m trying to be as lean as possible in the way I illustrate my main points, the most important parts of this article are still the main points. The headings.At the end of the day, that’s what I want you to remember. Practice as
soon as possibleIn her 2011 Ted Talk, Life Coach and Motivational Speaker Mel Robbins talks about her “5-second rule”. She believes that if you have an original idea, and you don’t act on it after 5 seconds, it’s dead. It dies and you will most likely never ever carry it out.Now, I won’t be that harsh but I certainly agree that
good ideas must be acted upon quickly because of Human nature.Our emotions tend to coax us into keeping things relatively the same in our lives. We don’t like sudden changes, we don’t like events that break our established patterns.This, of course, is very normal. But here’s the thing: If you get a great idea, gain some
great insight from somewhere, and then you don’t do anything…Then you’ve completely wasted your time. And if you say reading that one book in 2013 wasn’t wasted time, then what do you have to show for it today?Again I’m not trying to sound harsh.Simply pointing out the fact that if you really are committed to
something (again whether that’s improving your health, your finances, your relationships or your life satisfaction), then you will act.You’re going to take an action that brings you one step closer to the result you’re committed to.Even if it’s just writing ideas down on a post-it note. Now let’s see it! :)“A real decision is
measured by the fact that you’ve taken a new action. If there’s no action, you haven’t truly decided.” -Tony Robbins There are a number of different online sites that allow someone to read the book "Speak." The book "Speak" by Laurie Halse Anderson describes a traumatic event at the end of the summer and its effects
on the freshman year of high school for a girl named Melinda. The full text of the book is available on archive.org. It is also available on various other websites; for example, it is available in PDF format on the South Dade Senior High website, sdshs.net. In addition, as of 2014, the site onreadz.net offers the full text in an
e-book format for clear viewing. Once a reader starts interacting with text (awareness and decoding), he or she will move to reading for understanding (comprehension). Effective reading comprehension programs teach young readers how to do more than decode. They use interactive tools that engage and challenge
them, laying a solid foundation for building reading comprehension. Reading comprehension is being able to accurately read text, decode it, and understand the meaning. In other words, it means how well you understand what you are reading. It is what separates the “passive,” unskilled reader from the “active” reader.
Skilled readers don’t just read, they interact with the text. To help a beginning reader understand this concept, you might explain that interactive reading comprehension involves the internal discussion the reader has with himself/herself while reading. Skilled readers, for instance: Predict what will happen next in a story
using clues presented in text Create questions about the main idea, message, or plot of the text Monitor understanding of the sequence, context, or characters Clarify parts of the text which have confused them Connect the events in the text to prior knowledge or experience When parents are searching for online reading
comprehension programs, they should focus heavily on those that build skills incrementally. Much like learning to drive, reading comprehension is taught piece by piece until the skill becomes automatic. The key to teaching reading comprehension is developing the habit of “interacting” with the text and monitoring one’s
understanding while reading. By “learning to read”, most parents mean that the child is decoding words. But understanding what you read—”reading comprehension”—requires that a student understand how to decode words and how to: Make sense of new vocabulary in context Use prediction to anticipate what’s coming
next in a piece of writing Ask questions that bring better understanding to the text Visualize what’s happening or what’s being conveyed Re-read sections that are confusing Summarize what they have just read These skills can begin to be taught even before children begin reading for themselves. Parents and early
teachers can initiate the process of reading comprehension while reading to them and asking them questions about what they’re hearing. Reading comprehension skills development is an integral part of a complete language arts program. With Time4Learning, these reading comprehension skills are taught and reinforced
in a number of ways. Our reading comprehension lessons guide students toward: Explaining how to using the title of a piece to build ideas about what the focus of the text will be Using prior knowledge of a subject to enhance comprehension Confirming, modifying, or refining their predictions as they begin to read
Distinguishing the main idea in a paragraph or essay from the supporting details Noting any confusing vocabulary and making assumptions about their meaning Recognizing when they are not adequately comprehending what they are reading Returning to any problematic passages to gain further understanding
Time4Learning offers online reading comprehension exercises that help students understand the strategy used by skilled readers to approach, read, and interpret text. The software introduces a theme by having an interactive and animated exercise teach the vocabulary and subject matter. Then the comprehension
software will present a story. For younger students, the passage is read to them as they follow along with the text. This approach works both for families who need supplemental reading support for a struggling student or simply need a solid homeschool reading comprehension curriculum.
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